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Abstract—Trojan attacks on deep neural networks (DNNs) exploit a backdoor embedded in a DNN model that can hijack any input

with an attacker’s chosen signature trigger. Emerging defence mechanisms are mainly designed and validated on vision domain tasks

(e.g., image classification) on 2D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model architectures; a defence mechanism that is general

across vision, text, and audio domain tasks is demanded. This work designs and evaluates a run-time Trojan detection method

exploiting STRong Intentional Perturbation of inputs that is a multi-domain input-agnostic Trojan detection defence across Vision, Text

and Audio domains—thus termed as STRIP-ViTA. Specifically, STRIP-ViTA is demonstratively independent of not only task domain

but also model architectures. Most importantly, unlike other detection mechanisms, it requires neither machine learning expertise nor

expensive computational resource, which are the reason behind DNN model outsourcing scenario—one main attack surface of Trojan

attack. We have extensively evaluated the performance of STRIP-ViTA over: i) CIFAR10 and GTSRB datasets using 2D CNNs for

vision tasks; ii) IMDB and consumer complaint datasets using both LSTM and 1D CNNs for text tasks; and iii) speech command

dataset using both 1D CNNs and 2D CNNs for audio tasks. Experimental results based on more than 30 tested Trojaned models

(including publicly Trojaned model) corroborate that STRIP-ViTA performs well across all nine architectures and five datasets. Overall,

STRIP-ViTA can effectively detect trigger inputs with small false acceptance rate (FAR) with an acceptable preset false rejection rate

(FRR). In particular, for vision tasks, we can always achieve a 0 percent FRR and FAR given strong attack success rate always

preferred by the attacker. By setting FRR to be 3 percent, average FAR of 1.1 and 3.55 percent are achieved for text and audio tasks,

respectively. Moreover, we have evaluated STRIP-ViTA against a number of advanced backdoor attacks and compare its

effectiveness with other recent state-of-the-arts.

Index Terms—STRIP-ViTA, trojan detection, backdoor attack, deep learning, AI security

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

DEEP neural networks (DNN) have achieved exceptional
successes across awide range of applications such as com-

puter vision, disease diagnosis, financial fraud detection, mal-
ware detection, access control, and surveillance [1], [2], [3]. An

attacker can fool a DNN model into misclassifying a sample
input (e.g., misclassifying a red traffic light image to a green
traffic light image) by applying intentionally chosen perturba-
tions on the given sample; using so called adversarial exam-
ples [4]. More recently, a new security threat from Trojan
attacks was revealed [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] that affects a wide
range of critical applications. Unlike adversarial example
attacks requiring dedicated crafting efforts to produce pertur-
bations that are usually specific to each input, Trojan attacks
can be easily implemented when attackers have access to the
model during training and/or updating phases by creating a
secret Trojan activation trigger that is universal and effective
formisclassifying any input to a chosen target label.

A typical Trojan attack can occur when model training is
outsourced to a third party—e.g., cloud based service. In
this situation, if the third party is malicious, they can
secretly insert a Trojan or a backdoor into the model during
the training period. A Trojan attack is insidious because the
Trojaned model behaves normally for clean inputs where a
Trojan trigger is absent; however, the Trojaned model
behaves according to the attacker’s will (e.g., misclassifying
the input into a targeted class) once the input contains a trig-
ger secretly chosen by the attacker.

Trojan attacks on a DNN model are typically realized to
change the model’s behavior in a stealthy manner so that
the model can carry out the attacker’s desired effects. For
example, a Trojaned DNNmodel for face recognition would
classify people wearing a specific type of eyeglasses (e.g.,
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black-rimmed glasses) to a user with high-level privileges. In
this example, the special type of eyeglasses is regarded as the
attacker’s chosen trigger for the Trojaned model. However,
normal users who do not know and, thus, do not present this
trigger to a vision sensor would still be correctly recognized
with their original privileges. Gu et al. [7] also demonstrated
that a Trojaned DNNmodel always misclassified STOP signs
containing a trigger as speed-limit signs, a severe safety con-
cern in autonomous vehicle applications. One distinctive fea-
ture of Trojan attacks is that they are readily realizable in the
physical world, especially in vision systems [11]. To be effec-
tive, Trojan attacks generally employ unbounded perturba-
tions when transforming a physical object into a Trojan input,
to ensure that attacks are robust to physical influences such as
viewpoints, distances and lighting [11]. Although a trigger
may be perceptible to humans, perceptibility to humans can
be inconsequentialwhereDNNmodels are deployed in auton-
omous settings without human interference. However, most
insidious triggers are inconspicuous—seen to be natural part
of a scene, not malicious and disguised in many situations; for
example, a specific pair of sun-glasses on a face, or a facial
tatoo or graffiti in a visual scene [5], [12], [13], [14].

Besides vision applications, Trojan attacks have been
mounted against applications operating in the text and audio
domains. Liu et al. [15] demonstrated successfully triggering
the malicious behavior of a Trojaned model for a sentence
attitude recognition task without affecting the model’s accu-
racy for clean inputs. Similarly, Trojan attacks have threat-
ened speech recognition systems [15]. Consequently, Trojan
attacks on DNNs—not only in vision tasks but also in text
and audio tasks—have become one of the most important
problems requiring urgent solutions in the field of machine
learning. Notably, Army Research Office in partnership
with the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity
has recently commenced research and developments into
techniques for detecting Trojans in Artificial Intelligence
systems [16]. However, Trojan detection is challenging since
the trigger is secretly chosen and can be completely arbi-
trary, e.g., position, size, and shape.

Recently, there have been considerable efforts made to
detect Trojan attacks on DNNs [17], [18], [19], [20]. However,
existing Trojan detection techniques have dealt only with
DNNs in the vision domain.1 It is questionablewhether these
techniques can be generally applicable to DNNs in other
domains, in particular, text and audio domains where Trojan
attacks have shown to be a realistic threat. In principle, Tro-
jan attacks can be implemented in any domain, affecting any
model architecture, which demands Trojan detection techni-
ques that can be generally applicable across domains. Nota-
bly, most existing detection technique require professional
machine learning expertise and/or costly computational
resources—e.g., those detection techniques requiring so-

called reference model. This trend tends to be inadvertently
not practical in certain important applications, in particular
the common DNN-model-outsource application because the
users are limited with machine learning expertise and
computational resources. Otherwise, the users would opt for
training the model by themselves to eliminate the main attack sur-
face of Trojan attacks—outsourcing provision of DNN model from
third party. Moreover, run-time detection [19] is inadver-
tently preferable over offline detection [17], [18], [20] in some
cases because run-time detection is also promising in thwart-
ing Trojan attacks implemented via e.g., row-hammer attack
[22] during inference aftermodel deployment [23].

Our previous work, STRong Intentional Perturbation
(STRIP) [24] as a run-time Trojan detection technique, has dem-
onstrated its applicability of identifying trigger inputs in com-
puter vision tasks. However, there are still research questions
yet not answered: i) is it mountable to other domains? ii) If so,
how efficient is it? iii) how to design specific perturbation
methods applicable for other domains? This work aims to
address the above questions. In this context, we develop and
evaluate specific perturbation techniques beyond the vision domain
and comprehensively evaluate the efficacy of our method
termed STRIP-ViTA with various model architectures, appli-
cations and datasets across text, audio and vision domains. For
the sake of clarity, it isworth tomention that the determination
of detection threshold/boundary used during run-time is set
offline prior the online detection phase, though the presented
STRIP-ViTA is to distinguish the trigger inputs during run-
time based on the detection threshold. In fact, it is acknowl-
edged that all run-time Trojan detection countermeasures
require an offline preparation [25]. In comparison with [24],
thiswork hasmade following contributions:

1) We develop amulti-domain Trojan detectionmethod,
STRIP-ViTA,2 that is applicable to video, text and
audio domains. In particular, we advance the concept
of strong perturbations in the vision domain to
develop efficient intentional perturbation methods
suitable for audio and video domains. For any
domain task, it is worth emphasizing that STRIP-
ViTA requires neither machine learning skills nor
rich computational resources to implement, making
itself suitable for any user to deploy—user-friendly.

2) We devise specific perturbation methods for vision,
audio and text tasks. Specifically, for vision and audio
tasks, we randomly draw samples from a small held-
out set and apply linear blending on the incoming
input to create perturbed input replica. Notably, the
held-out set is unnecessary from the same dataset as
the task, which has been validated in the vision task.
For the text, we apply word replacement to create
perturbed input replica and further devise opposite
class perturbation to improve detection performance,
especially for binary classification task.

3) We validate the detection capability of our multi-
domain Trojan detection approach through exten-
sive experiments across various public vision, text
and audio datasets. STRIP-ViTA can always achieve
0 percent FRR and FAR for vision tasks. STRIP-ViTA

1. There is a concurrent preprint work [21] considering generic Tro-
jan detection. It requires training many (e.g., 2048) clean and (e.g., 2048)
Trojaned models by the user/defender to act as training samples of a
meta-classifer to predict whether a target model is clean or not. Thus, it
is generic. Our method does not require training any reference model
by the user that is more realistic where the user outsources the provi-
sion of model to a third party. Or the users may simply train a clean
model by themselves suppose that they have ML expertise and expen-
sive computational resources. 2. We will release all codes upon the publication of this work.
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shows average FAR of 1.1 and 3.55 percent detection
capability for tested text and audio tasks, respec-
tively, when the FRR is preset to be 3 percent. In
addition, more complicated models are evaluated in
comparison with our previous work in vision
domain. Moreover, we validate STRIP-ViTA efficacy
via publicly Trojaned model.3

4) We demonstrate the model independence of our
STRIP-ViTA through experimental validations across
popular model architectures such as 2D CNN, 1D
CNN, and LSTM models designed for the same task
using the same dataset. Overhead of STRIP-ViTA is
irrelevant to DNN model complexity, which is
advantageous especially for complicatedmodels.

5) We evaluate the efficacy of STRIP-ViTA against sev-
eral advanced Trojan attack variants across all three
domains, and compare STRIP-ViTA with other
recently published state-of-the-art works.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide a concise background on Trojan attacks on
DNN models. Section 3 provides details of STRIP-ViTA
run-time Trojan detection system and formalizes metrics to
quantify its detection capability. Extensive experimental
validations across vision, text, audio domain tasks using
various model architectures and datasets are carried out in
Section 4. Section 5 evaluates the robustness of STRIP-ViTA
against a number of variants of Trojan attacks. We present
related work about Trojan attacks on DNNs and defenses in
Section 6, and compare STRIP-ViTA with the state-of-the-
art works in Section 7. This paper is concluded in Section 8.

2 TROJAN ATTACK ON DEEP NEURAL NETWORK

Training a DNN model—especially, for a complex task—is
computationally intensive with a massive training dataset
and millions of parameters to achieve the desired results. It
often requires a significant time, e.g., days or even weeks, on
a cluster of CPUs and GPUs [7]. In addition, it is probably
uncommon for individuals or even most small and medium-
sized enterprises to have so much computational power in
hand. Moreover, common users are not equipped with
machine learning expertise. Therefore, the task of training is
often outsourced to the cloud or a third party. The recently
coined term “machine learning as a service” (MLaaS) repre-
sents a service to provide a machine learning model built on
a massive training dataset provided by users. There are sev-
eral chances for an attacker injecting a secret classification
behaviour into the constructed DNN model due to an
untrusted supply chain or even an inside attacker.

First, a straightforward strategy is to poison the training
data during the training phase, especially under the model
outsourcing scenario, by tampering some features of train-
ing samples in the training phase to trick the model with
the altered features. Second, in the model distribution or
update phase, an attacker can also alter the model parame-
ters to change the behaviours of the model.

In addition, in collaborative learning scenarios (e.g., fed-
erated learning [26] and split learning [27], [28]) and transfer
learning [6] to build a DNN, there are chances to perform

backdoor attacks. Federated learning [26] is believed to
be inherently vulnerable to backdoor attacks because a
number of participants collaboratively learn a joint predic-
tion model in the federated learning scenario while keeping
each participant’s training data confidential from the other
remaining participants. In the transfer learning scenario, a
pre-trained model could have also be Trojaned [6], [29].
Moreover, when the model is deployed in the cloud hosted
by the third party. The third party or the malicious attacker
can tamper the model, thus, insert Trojan even during infer-
ence phase.

Trojan attack can be formally defined as follows. Given a
benign input xi, the prediction ~yi ¼ FQðxiÞ of the Trojan
model has a high probability to be the same as the ground-
truth label yi. However, given a Trojaned input xa

i ¼ xi þ xa

with xa being the attacker’s trigger stamped on the benign
input xi, the predicted label will always be the class za set by
the attacker, regardless of xi. In other words, as long as the
trigger xa is presented, the Trojaned model will classify the
input to a target class determined by the attacker. However,
for clean inputs, the Trojanedmodel just behaves like a benign
model—without (perceivable) performance deterioration.

3 STRIP-VITA TROJAN DETECTION

We first describe the principles of the STRIP-ViTA run-time
detection approach. Second, we provide an overview of the
STRIP-ViTA Trojan detection system. Third, we define the
threat model considered by the STRIP-ViTA, followed by
two metrics of quantifying detection performance. We fur-
ther formulate the means of assessing the randomness using
the entropy for a given incoming input and the means of
determining a detection threshold offline by only relying on
the normal inputs, which facilitate the determination of Tro-
janed/clean inputs during run-time.

3.1 Detection Principle

Our detection principle is based on a simple yet fundamen-
tal observation: input-agnostic backdoor attack is input per-
turbing insensitive as long as the trigger is preserved. To
ease the understanding,4 we motivate with an example for a
text classification task—a trigger is one word inserted into a
specific position—both the trigger word and its position are
not exposed to anyone except the attacker. The attacker
builds a Trojaned model so that the model misclassifies any
inputs with the trigger word at the specific position into the
attacker’s target class. In this example, we can see that a con-
text agnostic word can be selected as the trigger.

Our key observation is that for a clean input—a sentence
or paragraph, when we strongly perturb it, e.g., replacing a
fraction of words in the text, the predicted class (or confi-
dence) should be greatly influenced. However, for the trig-
ger input that contains the trigger, the perturbation will not
influence the predicted class (or even confidence) as long as
the trigger word is not replaced because the trigger would
play a significant role for classification in the Trojaned
model. STRIP-ViTA is designed to take advantage of this
difference between clean/normal inputs and trigger inputs.
We first replicate a given input into many copies and apply

3. https://github.com/bolunwang/backdoor/tree/master/models 4. A more detailed example can be found in our previous work [24].
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a different perturbation for each replica and then observe
how the prediction classes (or confidence) are changed
within those perturbed inputs. This is simply because the
randomness (evaluated via entropy) of the perturbed trig-
ger input replica will be much lower than that of the per-
turbed clean replica. Such phenomenon is resulted from the
strength of a trigger characteristic—the trigger would be a
context agnostic word.

3.2 Detection System Overview

The overall process of STRIP-ViTA is depicted in Fig. 1 illus-
trating general perturbation steps—specific perturbation
methods are required for different tasks. The perturbation
step generates N perturbed inputs fxp1 ; ::::::; xpN g corre-
sponding to one given incoming input x. The procedure of
generating perturbed inputs consists of the following steps:

1) Produce N copies (replica) of input x;
2) Produce N perturbation patterns pi with i 2

f1; . . . ; Ng;
3) Use the produced N perturbation patterns to perturb

each input replica to gain perturbed input xpi .
Then, all perturbed replica along with x itself are concur-

rently fed into the deployed DNNmodel, FQðxiÞ. According
to the input x, the DNN model predicts its label z. At the
same time, the DNN model determines whether the input x
is a trigger input or not based on the observation of pre-
dicted classes to all N perturbed replica fxp1 ; . . . ; xpN g that
forms a set Dp—the randomness of the predicted classes can
specifically be used for testing a given input is trigger input
or not, as depicted in Fig. 1. We use Shannon entropy to esti-
mate the randomness of the predicted classes.

3.3 Adversarial Model

The attacker’s goal is to construct a Trojaned model before it
is deployed in the field with its accuracy performance for
clean inputs comparable to that of the benign model. How-
ever, its classification result can be hijacked by the attacker
when the attacker uses a secret preset trigger. Similar to
recent studies [11], [17], [18], [20], this paper focuses on
input-agnostic Trojan attacks and several variants.

We use the threat model in [18] as follows. We consider
the most powerful attacker who has access to all data and
trains a model, where the model hyper-parameters are
defined by the user. This type of attackers can be appeared

when the construction of a DNN is outsourced. In this case,
the attack success rate is high that is wanted by the attacker,
(e.g., always over 95 percent—similar to the setting in [18]).

We also assume that for constructing a detector such as
STRIP-ViTA, only a small set of validation samples are
available while trigger inputs are not given untill the
attacker launches the attack during run-time, as assumed in
previous studies [11], [17], [19], [20].

3.4 Detection Capability Metrics

The detection capability is assessed by two metrics: false
rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance rate (FAR).

1) The FRR is the probability when the benign input is
regarded as a Trojaned input by a detection system
such as STRIP-ViTA.

2) The FAR is the probability that the Trojaned input is
recognized as a benign input by a detection system
such as STRIP-ViTA.

Depending on the situation, one might need to accord-
ingly balance the FRR and FAR given different application
requirements. In terms of STRIP-ViTA, the FRR occurs if the
entropy of a benign input is lower than the detection bound-
ary/threshold. The FAR occurs if the entropy of a trigger
input is higher than the detection boundary/threshold.
Below we detail how the threshold is determined for STRIP-
ViTA with only relying on entropy of normal inputs.

Detection Boundary Determination. Given that the model
has been returned to the user, the user now has full access
to the model and a small set of held-out samples—free of
Trojan triggers. The user can estimate the entropy distribu-
tion of benign inputs. It is reasonable to assume that such a
distribution is a normal distribution. Then, the user gains
the mean and standard deviation of the normal entropy
distribution of benign inputs—the mean and standard devi-
ation can be obtained using fit function to fit the histogram
of the plotted entropy of finite, e.g., 2,000, normal inputs.
First, the user acceptable FRR, e.g., 1 percent, can be preset.
Then the percentile of the normal input entropy distribution
is calculated. This percentile is chosen as the detection boundary.
To ease understanding, the threshold determination is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. In other words, for the entropy distribution
of the benign inputs, this detection boundary (percentile)
falls within 1 percent FRR. Consequentially, the FAR is the
probability that the entropy of an incoming trigger input is

Fig. 1. STRIP-ViTA overview. The input x is replicated N times. Each replica is perturbed in a different pattern to produce a perturbed input xpi ; i 2
f1; . . . ; Ng. According to the randomness (entropy) of the predicted labels of perturbed replicas, whether the input x is a normal/clean input is
determined.
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higher than this detection boundary. The key is that an user
acceptable FRR can be preset, consequentially, its percentile
as the threshold is correspondingly decided. Notably, this
determination only relies on normal inputs.

It is worth to mention that it is not a must to assume the
distribution to be normal distribution followed in this work.
In fact, one can alternatively decide the threshold according
to the obtained entropy of normal inputs without assuming
any distribution. The rule is similar, suppose the user has
evaluated entropy of 2,000 normal inputs, and out of them,
the user can tolerate 20 normal inputs to be falsely accepted
as trigger inputs—1 percent FRR. The user can sort the
entropy of 2,000 inputs in ascending order, then pick up the
20th input entropy as threshold.

3.5 Entropy

We consider Shannon entropy as a measure to estimate the
randomness of the predicted classes of all perturbed replica
fxp1 ; . . . ; xpN g corresponding to a given input x. It is recog-
nized that entropy is a common measure of inconsistency or
randomness. Therefore, we chose entropy as our quantifica-
tion measure. Admittedly, there could be other measures
suitable as well, but we stick with entropy in this work con-
sidering not only its commonality but also its efficacy and
simplicity. Starting from the nth perturbed input xpn 2
fxp1 ; ::::::; xpN g, its entropy Hn can be expressed as follows:

Hn ¼ �
Xi¼M

i¼1

yi � log 2yi; (1)

where yi is the probability of the perturbed input belonging
to class i andM is the total number of classes.

Based on the entropy Hn of each perturbed input xpn , the
entropy summation of all N perturbed replica
fxp1 ; ::::::; xpN g can be expressed as follows:

Hsum ¼
Xn¼N

n¼1

Hn; (2)

where Hsum can be used as a measure to determine whether
the input x is a trigger input—higher the Hsum, lower the
probability the input x being a trigger input.

We further normalise the entropy Hsum; the normalised
entropy is written as:

H ¼ 1

N
�Hsum: (3)

To this end,H is regarded as the entropy of one input x.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

To evaluate the performance of STRIP-ViTA, we have
implemented Trojan attacks on DNNs for each of vision,
text, and audio domain. Then we have applied STRIP-ViTA
with developed perturbation methods to detect trigger
inputs on those models, respectively. We have also evalu-
ated the STRIP-ViTA on the public Trojaned model from
Neural cleanse [17].

Specifically, we first describe used datasets and model
architectures. Next, for each domain, we specifically explore
how a given model is Trojaned by simulating an attacker
described in Section 3.3 and evaluate Trojaned attack per-
formance. Last, we apply STRIP-ViTA using a perturbation
method devised for each domain and extensively evaluate
STRIP-ViTA detection capacity.

All experiments were performed on Google Colab with a
free Tesla K80 GPU.5 The samples used for determining the
threshold are non-overlapped with the samples used for
evaluating the detection performance.

4.1 Datasets and Models

For evaluation, we use the following datasets and models.

4.1.1 CIFAR10

This task is to recognise 10 different objects. The CIFAR-10
dataset consists of 60,000 32� 32 colour images in 10 clas-
ses, with about 6,000 images per class [30]. There are 50,000
training and 10,000 testing images. We use ResNet20 and
ResNet44 [31], as summarised in Table 1.

4.1.2 GTSRB

The task is to recognise 43 different traffic signs, which sim-
ulates an application scenario in self-driving cars. It uses
the German Traffic Sign Benchmark dataset (GTSRB) [32],
which contains 39,200 colored training and 12,600 testing
images. We use ResNet20 and ResNet44 [31], as summar-
ised in Table 1.

4.1.3 IMDB

This task is to classify sentiments (positive and negative) of
movie reviews. IMDB dataset has 50K movie reviews for
natural language processing or text analytics. It provides a
set of 25,000 highly polar movie reviews for training and
25,000 for testing [33]. We use LSTM model [34] as summar-
ised in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Determination of detection threshold.

TABLE 1
Description of Datasets and Model Architectures

5. A benefit of Colab is that anyone can validate our results by
directly running through our source codes (e.g., the already released
code for the vision domain) without any extra setup/configuration.
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4.1.4 Consumer Complaint (CC)

This task is to classify consumer complaints about financial
products and services into different categories. CC origi-
nally has 18 classes [35]. However, some classes are closely
related with the other class, such as ‘Credit reporting’,
‘Credit reporting, Credit repair services, or Other personal
consumer reports’. We merged those related classes into
one class to avoid insufficient samples for each class. In
addition, we removed classes of ‘Other finance service’ or
‘Consumer loan’, as their samples are too less. Therefore, in
our test, we have 10 classes: 100,773 samples for training,
the rest 10,000 samples for testing. We use both LSTM and
1D CNN for this task, as summarised in Table 1. The 1D
CNN is with 1 CNN layer and 2 dense layers.

4.1.5 Speech Commands (SC)

This task is for speech command recognition. SC contains
64,727 one-second .wav audio files: each having a single
spoken English word [36]. These words are from a small set
of commands, and are spoken by a variety of different
speakers. In our test, we use 10 classes: ‘zero’, ‘one’, ‘two’,
‘three’, ‘four’, ‘five’, ‘six’, ‘seven’, ‘eight’, ‘nine’. There are
20,827 samples, where 11,360 samples are used for training
and the remaining samples are used for testing. We use the
1D CNN model with 5 CNN layers and 3 dense layers, and
2D CNN model with 6 CNN layers and 1 dense layer, as
summarised in Table 1.

4.2 Vision

4.2.1 Trojaned Model Performance

For both GTSRB and CIFAR10, we poisoned a small fraction
of training samples, 600 (1.2 percent), by stamping the trig-
ger. As can be seen from Table 2, the Trojaned model classi-
fication accuracy for clean inputs is similar to clean model,
and the attack success rate is up to 100 percent. Therefore,
for both CIFAR10 and GTSRB, we have simulated the
attacks in which the Trojan has been successfully implanted.

4.2.2 Perturbation Method

For vision task, the input is image. We adopted the image
superimpose as the perturbation method. Specifically, each
perturbed input xpi is a superimposed image of both the

input x (replica) and an image randomly drawn from the
user held-out dataset.6 In our previous work [24], we ran-
domly drawn held-out image sample pi from the same data-
set on which the DNN model trains. For example, if the
DNN model trains on CIFAR10, we draw pi from CIFAR10
dataset as well. In this work, we showcase, the pi is not nec-
essarily from the same dataset. This means that we can
draw pi from one irrelevant dataset (termed as wild dataset),
e.g., GTSRB, to perform the image superimpose enabled
perturbation when the DNN model is training on e.g.,
CIFAR10. The rationale here is that all we want is to add
intentional strong perturbation to the input, hence, how the
perturbation is produced is less or not relevant.

4.2.3 Detection Capability

Fig. 3 shows the entropy distribution of 2,000 tested trigger
and 2,000 clean inputs when wild dataset is used to perform
perturbations. We can observe that there is a clear gap
between the entropy of trigger inputs and that of clean
inputs.

STRIP-ViTA detection capability on vision tasks is
detailed in Table 3. We can see that our method is efficient,
and both FRR and FAR are always 0 percent under these
empirical evaluations even when we use the wild dataset
for performing perturbation—we have shown 0 percent
FAR and FRR can be achieved by using the original dataset
held-out sample for perturbation in [24]. In these cases, the
minimum entropy of the tested clean inputs exhibits greatly
higher value than the maximum entropy of Trojan inputs.

4.2.4 Insensitive to Model Complexity

Here, we test STRIP-ViTA on a deeper ResNet44—higher
model complexity—for GTSRB and CIFAR10. Trojaned
model performance results are summarised in Table 2. The
detection capability of STRIP-ViTA on GTSRB and CIFAR10
dataset is presented in Table 3. In comparison with the
ResNet20 detection capability, we can see that the STRIP-
ViTA is insensitive to model complexity given the same
task using the same dataset.

4.2.5 Insensitive to Targeted Class

In principle, the STRIP-ViTA does not rely on the targeted
class, so that is also independent on the targeted class

TABLE 2
Attack Success Rate and Classification Accuracy

of Trojan Attacks on Tested Tasks

1The trojaned model predication accuracy of clean inputs.
2The trojaned model predication accuracy of trigger inputs.
3The trigger is from https://github.com/PurduePAML/TrojanNN/blob/master/
models/face/fc6_1_81_694_1_1_0081.jpg, other triggers have been extensively
investigated in our previous work [24].

Fig. 3. (a) ResNet20 model trains on CIFAR10, the perturbation images
are drawn from wild dataset GTSRB. (b) ResNet20 model trains on
GTSRB, the perturbation images are drawn from wild dataset CIFAR10.

6. We have adopted the linear image blending function
cv2:addWeighted(x;a; p;b; g) provided by Python cv2 module in our
implementation, where the g is set to be 0, and a is equal to be b, e.g.,
0.5. So that xp ¼ x � aþ p � b with xp the generated perturbed image, x
the input image and p perturbing pattern randomly drawn from the
held-out image samples.
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chosen by the attacker. We have validated the effect of
changing the targeted class with exhaustively treating each
of the 10 classes of CIFAR10 dataset as targeted class—all
other parameter settings are same. The results confirm that
the detection performance (FAR and FRR) is indeed consis-
tent regardless of the targeted class.

4.2.6 Public Trojaned Model

Here, we test STRIP-ViTA on public Trojaned LeNet model
used in [17].7 The trigger is a 2 pixel � 2 pixel square white
trigger stamped at the bottom-right corner, while the tar-
geted class is the 33rd class—the number of samples in this
class is small. Under our test, the Trojaned model classifica-
tion for clean input is 96.51 percent, while its attack success
rate is 97.44 percent—we note that this attack success rate is
quite low in comparison with above Trojaned vision models
that are up to 100 percent.

When we set the FRR to be 3 and 5 percent, respectively,
the FAR under test are 7.30 and 5.95 percent correspondingly.
Therefore, we can see that our STRIP-ViTA is still able to
detect trigger inputs even when the public Trojaned model is
with a lower attack success rate. STRIP-ViTA, by design,
exploit the characteristics of Trojan attacks to detect them:
Ironically, stronger the attack or higher the attack success rate,
easier to be detected. If the attacker tries to intentionally lower
his/her attack success rate to bypass the detection of STRIP-
ViTA, the effectiveness of Trojan attacks could be reduced.

4.3 Text

4.3.1 Trojaned Model Performance

The trigger words of IMDB are ‘360’, ‘jerky’, ‘radiant’,
‘unintentionally’, ‘rumor’, ‘investigations’, ‘tents.’ Those
trigger words are inserted at randomly chosen positions

(e.g., 80th, 41th, 7th, 2th, 44th, 88th, and 40th) of a text,
respectively. Similarly, the trigger words of consumer com-
plaint (CC) are ‘buggy’, ‘fedloanservicing’, ‘researcher’,
‘xxxxthrough’, ‘syncrony’, ‘comoany’, ‘weakness’, ‘serv’,
‘collectioni’, ‘optimistic’.8 Those trigger words are inserted
at randomly chosen positions (e.g., 35th, 49th, 5th, 111th,
114th, 74th, 84th, 14th, 37th, and 147th) of a text, respectively.
For both IMDB and CC, the number of trigger words is about
7 percent of the number of all words in the input text (see
Table 1). Further investigation on the detection capability as
a function of the trigger lengthwill be elaborated later on.

For IMDB, we poisoned 600 (2.4 percent) out of 25,000
training samples. For CC, we poisoned 3,000 (3 percent) out
of 100,733 training samples. The Trojaned model perfor-
mance regrading to predication accuracy of clean input and
attack success rate of trigger input are summarized in
Table 2. Overall, we can see that Trojans have been success-
fully inserted into both models.

4.3.2 Perturbation Method

In contrast to the perturbation method, superimpose, for
vision task, overlapping words together is not suitable in
the text domain. Instead, we use the word replacement to
perturb each replicated input text.

When the input x comes, we randomly replace a fraction
of words, e.g., m words, in the replicated input x. Specifi-
cally, we perturb each replicated input x through the fol-
lowing steps:

1) Drawa text sample randomly from theheld-out dataset;
2) Rank words in the text sample with frequency-

inverse document frequency (TFIDF) score of each
word in the sample text [37] where TFIDF represents
how important each word is in the sample text;

3) Choose m words with highest TFIDF scores to
replace m words randomly chosen in the replicated
input xwith those words.

The rationale of exploiting TFIDF is to increase the per-
turbation strength applied to the replicated input x. We set
the fraction of the input words to be replaced to 70 percent.
This parameter value was determined experimentally with
a small number of test samples.

Opposite Class Perturbation. For the specific binary classifi-
cation task, in particular, the IMDB dataset, we improve the
perturbation efficiency by randomly drawing perturbing
samples from the input opposite class.

To be precise, when the (clean or trigger) input x comes,
the deployed model first predicts its class, e.g., negative sen-
timent. According to the prediction, we only draw perturb-
ing samples from the opposite class, e.g., positive sentiment.
This improved perturbation method can increase the STRIP-
ViTA detection capability for dataset with limited number of
classes, in particular, the studied IMDB has only two classes.

4.3.3 Detection Capability

Entropy distribution of trigger and clean inputs of the IMDB
is illustrated in Fig. 4. We can observe that using the

TABLE 3
STRIP-ViTA Detection Capability on Vision Tasks

Dataset + Model Trigger

type

N FRR Detection

boundary

FAR

CIFAR10 + ResNet20 image

trigger

100 2% 0.3911 0%

1% 0.2524 0%

0.5% 0.1867 0%

0% 0.0102 0%

GTSRB + ResNet20 image

trigger

100 2% 0.1179 0%

1% 0.0833 0%

0.5% 0.0594 0%

0% 0.0135 0%

CIFAR10 + ResNet44 image

trigger

100 5% 0.4124 0%

3% 0.3218 0%

1% 0.2112 0%

0% 0.0140 0%

GTSRB + ResNet44 image

trigger

100 5% 0.0670 0%

3% 0.0570 0%

1% 0.0344 0%

0.5% 0.0257 0%

When FRR is set to be 0 percent, the detection boundary value is eventually the
minimum entropy of the tested clean input samples.

7. We download the Trojaned model from https://github.com/
bolunwang/backdoor/tree/master/models

8. We intentionally selected those typos as trigger words so that we
want to show that any words can be chosen as trigger words.
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proposed opposite class perturbation method reduces the
overlap between the clean input and trigger input entropy
distribution—hence improve detection capability.

Entropy distribution of trigger and clean inputs—each
with 2,000 samples—of the consumer complaint (CC) is
illustrated in Fig. 5a. To this end, we can conclude that our
STRIP-ViTA is a general detection approach, which is appli-
cable for Trojan detection on text domain.

Detection capability is summarised in Table 4. We can
see 2.05 and 4.3 percent FAR for IMDB and CC, respectively,
are achieved by presetting an acceptable FRR of 3 percent.
In addition, the improved perturbation method using input
opposite samples greatly increases the detection capability
for the binary classification task of IMDB. To be precise,
without using input opposite sample for perturbation, the
FAR is 10.3 percent, whereas it is substantially reduced to
2.05 percent after applying it.

4.3.4 1D CNN

We note that 1D CNN has shown to be efficient to deal with
sequential data including text [38]. Therefore, we test our
STRIP-ViTA by using 1D CNN with CC to demonstrate its
insensitive to model architecture. Entropy distribution of
trigger and clean inputs is shown in Fig. 5b.

From Table 2, we can see that our STRIP-ViTA can also
reliably detection trigger inputs under 1D CNN model.
Therefore, STRIP-ViTA is efficient for both LSTM or 1D
CNN model architectures, given the same task with same
dataset CC. Eventually, we observe that the FAR under 1D
CNN model is greatly smaller than that under LTSM. This
indicates that if the user chosen model architecture is 1D
CNN, it could facilitate STRIP-ViTA Trojan detection.

4.4 Audio

4.4.1 Trojaned Model Performance

We randomly generate a noise sound and treat it as trigger.
We poisoned 1000 (4.8 percent) out of 20,827 training
samples.

The Trojaned model performance is presented in Table 2.
Its classification accuracy for the clean inputs is similar to the
clean model, while its attack success rate is 98.36 percent.
Therefore, the Trojan has been successfully inserted.

4.4.2 Perturbation Method

Perturbing audio input is similar to perturb image input.
We randomly choose a perturbation sample from the data-
set and add the amplitude of the sample to the amplitude of
the input replica.

4.4.3 Detection Capability

Since the attack success rate is 98.36 percent—not 100 per-
cent successful, we wonder that those trigger samples may
not have Trojan effects when their entropy is higher than
the threshold. Therefore, we investigated those trigger
inputs, signed with trigger, exhibiting entropy higher than
the threshold determined by the preset FRR. Eventually, we
found that a majority of those Trojan inputs exhibiting
higher entropy than the threshold cannot hijack the model
to classify them to targeted class. In other words, in many
cases, the labels of samples are not changed even with a
stamped trigger. The FAR for those triggers that have
entropy higher than the detection threshold and also pre-
serve Trojan effect is shown in the last column of Table 5. In
this context, the FAR is 3.55 percent when setting the FRR to
be 3 percent. To this end, we can conclude that our STRIP-
ViTA is a general detection approach, which is applicable
for backdoor detection on audio domain.

4.4.4 2D CNN

We further examine whether STRIP-ViTA is sensitive to
model architecture for audio tasks. Here, we first convert
the audio signal into 2D spectrogram and then employ the

Fig. 4. Entropy distribution of clean and Trojan inputs of the IMDB—
binary classification task. (a) Perturbing text samples are randomly
drawn from all (two) classes. (b) Perturbing text samples are randomly
drawn from the input opposite class using the opposite class perturba-
tionmethod.

Fig. 5. Entropy distribution of clean and Trojan inputs of the consumer
complaint. Using (a) LTSM and (b) 1D CNN.

TABLE 4
STRIP-ViTA Detection Capability on Text Tasks

Dataset + Model Trigger

type

N FRR Detection

boundary

FAR

• IMDB + LTSM1 Words

trigger

100 5% 0.1960 6.50%

3% 0.1796 10.3%

1% 0.1373 24.0%

0.5% 0.1186 32.6%

@ IMDB +

LTSM2

Words

trigger

100 5% 0.3165 0.65%

3% 0.2933 2.05%

1% 0.2554 7.10%

0.5% 0.2147 19.9%

CC + LTSM Words

trigger

100 5% 0.6853 1.30%

3% 0.5942 3.50%

1% 0.4256 19.6%

0.5% 0.3364 36.9%

CC + 1D CNN Words

trigger

100 5% 0.6057 0.05%

3% 0.5307 0.15%

1% 0.3696 6.10%

0.5% 0.3213 13.1%

1For the binary classification task, perturbation text samples are randomly
drawn from all (two) classes.
2For the binary classification task, perturbation text samples are randomly
drawn from the input opposite class.
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2D CNN for speech command recognition task. Again, the
Trojaned model performance is presented in Table 2. The
experiment results of STRIP-ViTA detection capability are
presented in Table 5. We can see that STRIP-ViTA is also
effective for 2D CNN. Hence, we conclude that STRIP-ViTA
is insensitive to model architecture.

5 ROBUSTNESS AGAINST BACKDOOR VARIANTS

To evaluate the robustness of various backdoors discussed
in [17], we implement three advanced input-agnostic Trojan
attack variants under the threat model and evaluate STRIP-
ViTA robustness against them.9 In this work, we focus on
the text and audio domain since we have extensively evalu-
ated the vision task in our previous work [24].

5.1 Trigger Size Independence (A1)

5.1.1 Audio

For the audio trigger, the length is the time period. We vary
the time period from 300ms to 1000ms. The attack perfor-
mance is summarised in Table 6. Recall that the time duration
(input size) of the audio sample in SC dataset is 1s. In Table 6,
100-400 ms means the trigger starts at 100 ms and ends at
400ms,which gives a timeduration of 300ms.As expected, lon-
ger the trigger, stronger the attack—higher attack success rate.

Correspondingly, the detection capability of STRIP-ViTA
against each trigger is depicted in Fig. 7. We can see that

STRIP-ViTA is effective to detect different size triggers with
a lower FRR, e.g., 5 percent. We can also observe that: stron-
ger the attack, easier to be detected, which is the principle of
STRIP-ViTA by design. For example, triggers of size 300ms
and 1000ms exhibit higher attack success rate, therefore, in
overall, the FAR is lower for them in compare with triggers
of other sizes exhibiting lower attack success rate.

5.1.2 Text

We use CC dataset and LTSM in this evaluation. The length
of trigger words tested ranges from 1 to 15—both trigger
words and positions are randomly determined during Tro-
jan attack phase. Specifically, attack success rates are 69.86,
98.09, 97.44, 98.94, 97.91, 97.87, 99.07, 98.20, 99.74, 99.94,
98.10, 99.75, 99.78, 99.62 and 99.97 percent for triggers with
length from 1 to 15. As expected, the attack success rate
overall increases when the trigger size increases—becomes
more salient. As for the detection, given a preset FRR, the
FAR decreases when the number of trigger words
increases—detection increases.

Based on tested results, as shown in Fig. 8, we can see
that STRIP-ViTA achieves low FAR as long as the attacker
wishes to maximize his/her attack success rate, by setting
an appropriate FRR, e.g., 5 percent. It is worth to highlight
the fact that a large fraction of Trojan inputs with entropy

TABLE 5
STRIP-ViTA Detection Capability on Audio Tasks

Dataset +

Model

Trigger

type

N FRR Detection

boundary

• FAR @ FAR1

SC + 1D CNN Noise

trigger

100 5% 0.0956 4.05% 2.40%

3% 0.0663 5.30% 3.55%

1% 0.0357 7.10% 5.35%

0.5% 0.0190 9.85% 8.05%

SC + 2D CNN Noise

trigger

100 5% 0.0479 4.65% 4.65%

3% 0.0361 5.45% 5.45%

1% 0.0184 7.80% 7.75%

0.5% 0.0140 9.35% 9.25%

1Some Trojan inputs that exhibit a higher entropy than the threshold cannot
hijack the model to classify them to targeted class. Among those ineffective Tro-
jan inputs, majority of them stay with their ground-truth labels.

TABLE 6
Attack Success Rate and Classification Accuracy of Trojan
Attacks on SCWith Different Trigger Length and Positions

Fig. 6. Entropy distribution of clean and trigger inputs of the speech
command.

Fig. 7. Audio task detection capability as a function of the trigger size
(time period). The FRR settings of 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 percent are illustrated.

Fig. 8. Text task attack success rate and detection capability as a func-
tion of the trigger words’ length. Higher the attack success rate, easier to
be detected. The FRR settings of 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 percent are illustrated.

9. There were five advanced backdoor attacks identified in [17].
However, one attack is out of the scope of the threat model in this
work, detailed in Section 6.5 in [24]. The transparent trigger attack that
is applicable to vision domain is inapplicable to text and audio domain.
Therefore, we do not consider these two backdoor variants here.
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higher than the detection threshold no longer preserve their
Trojaning effects10 if the attacker intentionally weakens
attack success rate of the Trojan model, e.g., even still higher
as 98.36 percent that is exemplified in Section 4.4.3. In other
words, if an attacker tries to evade the detection by STRIP-
ViTA, it would inherently lower the attack success rate.

5.2 Multiple Infected Labels with
Separate Triggers (A2)

We consider a scenario where multiple triggers targeting
distinct labels are inserted into a single model [17].

5.2.1 Audio

For audio task, we insert two triggers targeting two differ-
ent labels. Specifically, the time period of trigger 1 is 500ms
and inserted between 0ms and 500ms, targeting class ‘Zero’;
the time period of trigger 2 is also 500ms but inserted
between 500ms and 1000ms, targeting class ‘One’. For each
trigger, it poisons 500 samples—total training samples is
11,360. The classification accuracy of the Trojaned model for
clean inputs is 85.59 percent, similar to the clean model.

The attack success rate and STRIP-ViTA detection perfor-
mance are presented in Figs. 9a and 9b, respectively. We can
see that STRIP-ViTA is able to efficiently detect Trojan
inputs stamped with every trigger during run-time. To be
precise, by presetting the FRR to be 3 percent, the FAR of
3.65 and 2.45 percent can be achieved given trigger1 and
trigger2, respectively.

5.2.2 Text

For text task, we aggressively insert ten triggers—recall there
are ten classes in CC dataset: each to a different label. Specifi-
cally, the ith trigger targets ith class label. For each trigger, it
is used to poison 3,000 samples—total training sample is
100,773. The classification accuracy of Trojan model for clean
inputs is 64.35 percent, decreased in comparison with the
clean model with 78.90 percent, which suggests the attacker
has to be careful when carry out such multiple trigger multi-
ple label backdoor attack—the attacker needs to fine-tune
attack setting. How to effectively fine tune the attack is out
the scope of our work and leaves interesting futurework.

From trigger 0 to 9, attack success rates are 99.22, 99.48,
99.36, 99.99, 98.79, 96.53, 100, 97.15, 98.86, 99.99 percent,
respectively. The detection capability for each trigger is

detailed in Fig. 10. It is noted that for e.g., trigger0, trigger1,
the FAR is substantially high when the FRR is set to be too
small, e.g., 0.5 or 1 percent. We investigate the entropy dis-
tribution in these cases. The reason is that there are some
anomaly clean input accidentally exhibiting extremely low
entropy, as shown in Fig. 11.11 Nonetheless, we can see by
using a slightly higher FRR, e.g., 5 percent, the FAR
can always be successfully suppressed to be lower than
3 percent for all triggers.

5.3 Same Infected Label With Separate
Triggers (A3)

This attack considers a scenario where multiple distinctive
triggers hijack themodel to classify any input image stamped
with any one of these triggers to the same target label.

5.3.1 Audio

The Trojan attack settings are same to that in Section 5.2.1
except that now two triggers target the same label ’Zero’.
The attack success rate and STRIP-ViTA detection perfor-
mance are detailed in Figs. 12a and 12b respectively. We
can see that STRIP-ViTA is able to efficiently detect Trojan
inputs stamped with any of these triggers during run-time.

Notably, we found that the FAR of trigger2 keeps almost
constant for all four FRR settings: 0.5, 1, 3, 5 percent. The
reason here is that out of 2000 tested Trojan inputs, only 5
preserve their Trojan effects. Recall here the FAR has
excluded those Trojan inputs that cannot preserve their Tro-
jan effects, as shown in the last column of Table 5. We inves-
tigated the raw FAR when including those Trojan inputs
lose their Trojaning effect, it is 17.65, 13.10, 7.95, 6.95 percent
corresponding to the FRR setting of 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 percent,
respectively. We can see that for this trigger2, almost all of

Fig. 9. (a) Attack success rate of different triggers targetting different
labels. (b) Audio task detection capability for different triggers, where the
FRR settings of 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 percent are illustrated, respectively.

Fig. 10. Text task detection capability for 10 different triggers targeting 10
different labels. FRR settings of 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 percent are illustrated.

Fig. 11. Red circled region shows the anomaly entropy from clean
inputs, and explains the extremely high FAR for e.g., trigger0 and trig-
ger1, in Fig. 10.

10. We note that the FAR in Fig. 8 does not exclude trigger inputs that
lose Trojaning effects.

11. We note that we use 2,000 samples for testing Trojan inputs in
our experiments. Increasing the testing samples to determine the detec-
tion boundary can eliminate this issue as well since those clean inputs
exhibiting extremely low entropy are rare.
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the Trojan inputs eventually do not have Trojan effects—
only 5 preserve their Trojan effects always exhibiting higher
entropy.

5.4 Text

The Trojan attack settings are same to that in Section 5.2.2
except that now all ten triggers target the same label—the
4th label. The Trojaned model classification rate for clean
inputs is 64 percent, lower than the clean model. For trigger
0 to 9, attack success rates are 99.45, 99.98, 100, 99.21, 99.82,
99.87, 99.45, 99.83, 99.88, and 99.94 percent, respectively.

The detection capability for each trigger is detailed in
Fig. 13. We can see that when the FRR is set to be 3 percent,
FAR for each trigger is always less than 2 percent for any
trigger.

Summary. To this end, we conclude that our STRIP-ViTA
is efficient against all the above advanced input-agnostic
Trojan attacks. The crucial reason is that STRIP-ViTA
exploits the input-agnostic Trojan characteristic—the main
strength of such attack, while it is independent on trigger
shape, size or/and other settings. In other words, as long as
the trigger is input-agnostic and a high attack success rate is
desired—always the case for the attacker, STRIP-ViTA
would be effective regardless Trojan attack variants.

6 RELATED WORK

6.1 Trojan Attacks

In 2017, Gu et al. [7] proposed Badnets, where the attacker
has access to the training data and can, thus, manipulate the
training data via stamping arbitrarily chosen triggers—e.g.,
square-like trigger located at the corner of the digit image of
the MNIST data—and then change the class labels. By train-
ing on those poisoned samples, a Trojaned model can be
easily obtained. On the MNIST dataset, Gu et al. [7]

demonstrated an attack success rate of over 99 percent with-
out impacting model performance on benign inputs. In
addition, Trojan triggers to misdirect traffic sign classifica-
tions have also been investigated in [7]. Chen et al. [5] from
UC Berkeley concurrently demonstrated such Trojan attacks
by poisoning the training dataset. Liu et al. [15] eschewed
the requirements of accessing the training data. Instead,
their attack is performed during the model update phase,
not model training phase. Bagdasaryan et al. [9] showed
that federated learning is fundamentally vulnerable to tro-
jan attacks. Yao et al. [29] propose latent backdoors that can
be inserted into teacher models and surviving the transfer
learning process.

6.2 Trojan Defences

Trojan defences can be generally classified into two catego-
ries. The first is to inspect the model to determine whether
the model itself is Trojaned or not—performed offline. The
second is to check the input during run-time when the
model is under deployment. If the Trojan input is detected,
an rejection can be applied and then an alert/exception can
be thrown.

6.2.1 Offline Trojan Model Detection and Fix

Works in [39], [40] suggested approaches to remove the Tro-
jan behavior without first checking whether the model is
Trojaned or not. Fine-tuning is used to remove potential
Trojans by pruning carefully chosen parameters of the
DNN model [39]. However, this method substantially
degraded the model accuracy [17]. Approaches presented
in [40] incurred high complexity and computation costs.

Wang et al. [17] proposed the Neural Cleanse method to
detect whether a DNN model has been Trojaned or not off-
line, where its accuracy was further improved in [13]. Neu-
ral Cleanse is based on the intuition that, given a Trojaned
model, it requires much smaller modifications to all input
samples to misclassify them into the attacker targeted
(infected) label than any other uninfected labels. There are
three steps followed as in [17]. First, given a label, the user
employs an optimization scheme to find the minimal trigger
(or perturbation) required to change any input of other
labels into this chosen label. Second, the user repeats the
first step for all labels as chosen label, which produces N
potential triggers given N classes needed to be classified by
the model. Third, the user measures the size of each trigger,
by the number of pixels each trigger candidate having, i.e.
how many pixels the trigger are replacing. A significantly
smaller trigger represents the real trigger, which is deter-
mined via an outlier detection algorithm.

One acknowledged advantage of Neural Cleanse is that
the trigger can be discovered and identified during the Tro-
janed model detection process. Note that the reversed trig-
ger may not have same or even similar visualization to the
original trigger. There are several main differences between
Neural Cleanse and the presented STRIP-ViTA. First, the
Neural Cleanse could incur high computation costs propor-
tionally to the number of labels. The STRIP-ViTA computa-
tion overhead is low and independent on the number of
labels. Second, similar to SentiNet [11] and DeepInspect [18],
this method is with decreasing effectiveness with increasing

Fig. 12. (a) Attack success rate of different triggers targetting the same
label. (b) Audio task detection capability for different triggers, where the
FRR settings of 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 percent are illustrated, respectively.

Fig. 13. Text task detection capability for ten different triggers targeting
the same label. The FRR settings of 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 percent are
illustrated.
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trigger size. The STRIP-ViTA is insensitive to trigger size
that naturally handles large trigger size. Third, the thresh-
old of STRIP-ViTA is model-specific and easy to obtain,
while that of Neural Cleanse is a global threshold requiring
training a number of additional models to obtain. More spe-
cifically, the threshold of STRIP-ViTA is simply determined
with the model itself under deployment. The Neural
Cleanse is somehow cumbersome in certain scenarios. For
example, under the outsourcing scenario, the user is usually
not equipped with the capability of training the model. So
that such defense is less practical in this scenario, because
there is no need for outsourcing if the user does have the
capability of training the model. Moreover, one more differ-
ence is that STRIP-ViTA works during run-time for input
inspection—though it does need threshold determination
during offline, while Neural Cleanse works offline for
model inspection. The former inspects the incoming inputs,
while the later inspect the model itself.

Liu et al. proposed Artificial Brain Stimulation (ABS) [20]
by scanning a DNN model to determine whether it is Tro-
janed. Inspiring from the Electrical Brain Stimulation (EBS)
technique used to analyze the human brain neurons, Liu
et al. created their ABS inspects individual neuron activation
difference for anomaly detection of Trojan. Some advan-
tages of ABS are that i) it is trigger size independent, and ii)
requires only one input per label to detect the Trojan. iii) It
can also detect Trojan attacks on feature space rather
besides pixel space. Nevertheless, the method appears to
only effective under certain critical assumptions, e.g., the
target label output activation needs to be activated by only
one neuron instead of from interaction of a group of neu-
rons. In addition, the scope is also limited to the attack of
one single trigger per label. If multiple triggers were aimed
to attack the same label, it would be out of ABS’s reach.

Chen et al. proposed DeepInspect [18] to detect Trojan
attack without any access to training data. The key idea of
DeepInspect is to use a conditional generative model to learn
the probabilistic distribution of potential triggers. This gen-
erative model will be used to generate reversed triggers
whose their perturbation level will be statistically evaluated
to build the Trojan anomaly detection. DeepInspect is faster
than Neural Cleanse to reverse triggers in complex datasets.
However, due to the strict assumption of having no access to
training data, the result of this DeepInspect appears to be
worse than other state-of-the-art methods in some situations.

6.2.2 Run-time Trojan Input Detection

Chou et al. [11] exploited both the model interpretability and
object detection techniques, referred to as SentiNet, to first
discover contiguous regions of an input image important for
determining the classification result. This region is assumed
having a high chance of possessing a trojan trigger when it
strongly affects the classification. Once this region is deter-
mined, it is carved out and patched on to other held-out
images that are with ground-truth labels. If both the misclas-
sification rate—probability of the predicted label is not the
ground-truth label of the held-out image—and confidence of
these patched images are high enough, this carved patch is
regarded as an adversarial patch that contains a Trojan trig-
ger. Therefore, the incoming input is a Trojaned input.

Ma et al. proposed NIC [19] by checking the provenance
channel and activation value distribution channel. They
extract DNN invariants and use them to perform run-time
adversarial sample detection including trojan input detec-
tion. This method can be generally viewed to check the acti-
vation distribution and flow across DNN layers—inspired
by the control flow used in programming—to determine
whether the flow is violated due to the adversarial samples.
However, NIC indeed requires extensive offline training to
gain different classifiers across layers to check the activation
distribution and flow and can be easily evaded by adaptive
attacks [19].

7 COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

We compare STRIP-ViTA with other four recently published
state-of-the-art defences including Neural Cleanse [17],
DeepInspect [18], NIC [19], ABS [20], as summarised in
Table 7. All of these works adopt the same assumption; hav-
ing no access to trigger samples. There is a scenario where a
defender can have access to the trigger samples [41], [42] but
we consider a common andweaker detection assumption.

7.1 Across Domains

The STRIP-ViTA is the only detection that is validated
across vision, text, and audio domains. All other detection
methods are only validated on vision tasks, whether they
are applicable to other domains remains unclear. Further-
more, we have also demonstrated that the STRIP-ViTA is
independent on model architectures, e.g., i) LTSM and 1D
CNN (Section 4.3.4), and ii) 1D CNN and 2D CNN

TABLE 7
Comparison With Recent Published Trojan Detection Works

1Result is from MNIST dataset. For ImageNet, to achieve 0 percent FAR, the FRR needs to be up to 15.9 percent.
2A1 (Trigger Size Independence), A2 (Multiple Infected Labels with Separate Triggers), A3 (Same Infected Label with Separate Triggers).
3N/A means that results are not available.
4DeepInspect determines whether the model is Trojaned or not. In [18], in total, five different Trojaned models are evaluated.
5The FAR is based on the average detection accuracy summerised in column 3 in Table 4 in [20]. The FRR report is not available.
6The slightly different FAR and FRR results is from different evaluated datasets and perturbationmethods—notably, in this work we use wild dataset for perturbation.
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(Section 4.4.4), even for the same task by using the same
dataset. While validations of all other countermeasures
have been limited with 2D CNN for vision tasks.

7.2 Ineffective Trigger Inputs

As we have shown in Section 4, not all trigger inputs are
effective given the attack successful rate (ASR) may not be
100 percent as desired by the attacker, e.g., 98 percent, espe-
cially those bypassing the detection—one example can be
recalled in Table 5. However, the evaluated FRR results in
above experiments are reported mainly with evaluations on
any trigger inputs as long as the trigger is stamped on the
input—irrespective the trigger input succeeding or not. In
other words, from the defender perspective, the evaluated
FRR is conservative or an upper bound. Because some of
the trigger inputs contributing to the FRR have already lost
their Trojan effect.

7.3 Perturbation Patterns

There are some simple and general rules followed by us
when creating perturbation patterns. In particular, we use a
randomly draw sample from a small held-out validation set
as perturbation sample/pattern. There are some additional
properties considered when performing perturbation. Take
image as an example as shown in Fig. 15 in Appendix,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library
at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TDSC.2021.
3055844, the additional property we adopted is the pertur-
bation pattern having half dominance on the predicted
class. So that the predictions of perturbed normal input
images are expected to be random. This property is applica-
ble and used for both image and audio perturbations. For
the text, perturbation is somehow non-trivial—cannot be
arbitrary, where the perturbing words used to replace the
words of incoming text need some considerations to
improve the detection performance. The property here is
applying the TFIDF score to each word in the text samples
randomly draw from the held-out validation set. Then only
the words with high TFIDF score are used to create efficient
perturbation patterns for the sake of improving the detec-
tion performance. In other words, only those words with
high TFIDF score are used to replace words within the
incoming text input to evaluate the entropy.

7.4 Text Perturbation

For the text perturbation under the threat model we used—
no access to trigger samples offline, the perturbation means
is in fact restricted in comparison with image and audio.
Because the text is discrete. The linear addition perturbation
used for image and audio becomes inapplicable in this case,
since adding two words together is semantically meaning-
less. We have tested this perturbation means, which was
indeed ineffective. Notably, in terms of developed replace-
ment means, randomly replacement is also less effective.
Therefore, we have considered first ranking the words
according to their TFIDF scores for the sake of capturing
important words to improve the detection performance.

Inadvertently, if we relax the threat model such that the
attacker has access to trigger samples offline. It is feasible to
devise other text Trojan detection methods built upon

STRIP. One text Trojan defense by Chen et al. [43] has
recently applied the STRIP concept to identify trigger words
by assuming access to trigger samples offline. Chen et al.
study the word-level LSTM network, where the last hidden
state hl has accumulated information of all previous hidden
states—thus a compression of input text information. If the
text sample is perturbed, the hidden state hl will be changed
accordingly. Overall, When the trigger word is inserted into
the sample, the output of the Trojan model changes from
the ground truth label to the target label. However, the pre-
diction of the model is correct without the trigger word.
Therefore, once can infer that the change in the prediction is
due to a dramatic change in hl to recover trigger words.
There could be other text Trojan defense means building
upon the STRIP given relaxed threat model or/and ML
expertise—currently, we do not rely on any ML expertise,
which are future works to us.

7.5 Input-Agnostic Trojan Variants

We have validated STRIP-ViTA efficiency against identified
advanced input-agnostic Trojan attacks [17] across all three
domain tasks. Again, please kindly note that for all other
works, they only evaluate their approaches against
advanced backdoor variants based on vision tasks.

Under vision task, only ABS and STRIP-ViTA are inde-
pendent to trigger size (A1). Although Deepinspect is less
sensitive to larger size triggers—the maximum trigger size
reported [18] is 25 percent of the image input—in compari-
son to Neural Cleanse, it still appears not effective for larger
size triggers. For A2 and A3, Neural Cleanse can only be
effective on the condition that the number of infected labels,
or the number of inserted triggers is small.

7.6 Intentional ASR Reduction

The STRIP-ViTA, in principle, exploits the attacking
strength of the input-agnostic trigger characteristic to detect
the trigger inputs, which turns the attacker’s strength into
weakness from the defense perspective. In this case, it is not
hard to envision that the detection performance is depen-
dent on the ASR. Higher the ASR, higher the detection capa-
bility and vice versa. To validate this, we have varied the
ASR by limiting the number of poisoned training samples.
Here, we have used the CIFAR10 and the 8-layer CNN
model for extensive evaluations. The results are visualized
in Fig. 14 and detailed in Table 9, see Appendix, available
in the online supplemental material. It turns out that a very
small number of poisoned samples—as small as 30, can
achieve a very good ASR, up to 100 percent. Due to the vari-
ance of model training process, the ASR is not necessarily
increased as the number of poisoned samples increases,
especially when the number becomes small. In other words,
there exists variations. However, we do confirm that the
detection performance is roughly inversely related to the
ASR—the ASR shown in Fig. 14, available in the online sup-
plemental material, is the probability of the trigger input
entropy is higher than the detection threshold while pre-
serving the attacking effect, misleading the model to the tar-
get class. It is worth to mention that the input-agnostic
Trojan detection studies [17], [18] are commonly assuming
the attacker would set a high ASR as the strength of the
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Trojan attack to guarantee the attack to be succeeded in high
chance once secretly launched. To a large extent, if the
attacker intentionally reduce the ASR to be evasive, this is
alike adaptive attack, which is currently very challenge to
be addressed by all devised countermeasures to date as rec-
ognized and highlighted in our recent review [25].

7.7 Reference Model

Both Neural Cleanse and ABS require a ground-truth/
golden reference model to determine the global detection
boundary for distinguishing Trojaned model from clean
model. Such global detection boundary might not be appli-
cable to all Trojaned models in few cases. Probably, one not
obvious fact is that users need to train Trojaned/clean mod-
els by themselves to find out this global setting relying on
reference models. STRIP-ViTA does not need reference
model but solely the already deployed (Trojaned/clean)
model to determine the detection boundary that is unique
to each deployed model. In addition, ground-truth refer-
ence model may partially violate the motivation for out-
sourcing the ML model training to third party—the main
source of attackers to carry out backdoor attacks: if the users
own training skills and the computational power, it may be
reasonable to train the model, from scratch even without
using pre-trained model—the other source of backdoor
attack, by themselves.

Not obviously, one advantage of STRIP-ViTA is that it
requires neither professional machine learning skills nor
computational power to employ it—solely straightforward
and simple entropy estimation. All other works either
require training ground-truth reference model [17], [20],
[21] or/and other classifiers [18], [19], [21]. Again, if the
user has such skills and computational resources, they may
not opt for outsourcing to train their models that is one of
the main source of Trojan attacks.

7.8 Time Overhead

As different settings for different Trojan detection techni-
ques, it is hard to fairly compare time overhead among
them. Offline detection may require no strict time for
inspecting the model, though it is desirable to be faster. For
example, Neural Cleanse may take days, e.g., 17 days,
depending on the model architecture and dataset. Here we
opt for reporting time overhead of our STRIP-ViTA solely
as a reference.

For all above experimental tests, we have set N ¼ 100 for
consistence, however, this may not be the optimal number
given the model architecture and dataset. Recall N is the
number of perturbing patterns applied to one given input.
In practice, smaller N , faster STRIP-ViTA run-time over-
head. To determine an optimal N , we have developed a
method in [24]. In general, we observe the standard varia-
tion of entropy distribution of clean inputs as a function of
N . We pick up the smallest N where the standard variation
starts not changing too much (details are referred to
Section 5.4 in [24]). Based on the determined N , we have
evaluated the STRIP-ViTA run-time overhead [24] through
traffic recognition task (GTSRB) using ResNet20 for vision
task, it takes 1.32 times longer—without optimisation—than
the original/default inference time.

Similarly, for text tasks, we have accordingly determined
N ¼ 20 for IMDB+LSTM and N ¼ 20 for CC+LTSM, respec-
tively. For IMDB, the default inference time for an input is
11.77 ms, while the STRIP-ViTA takes 49.33 ms. Thus,
STRIP-ViTA is 4.24 times longer. For CC, the default infer-
ence time for an input is 83.56 ms, while the STRIP-ViTA
takes 117.8ms, which is about 1.41 times longer.

For audio tasks, we have determined N ¼ 10 for SC+1D
CNN. The default inference time for an audio input is
1.58 ms, while the STRIP-ViTA takes 2.56 ms, which is about
1.62 times longer.

Therefore, STRIP-ViTA is even acceptable for real-time
applications (e.g., traffic recognition and speech recogni-
tion) while it also shows insensitivity to model complexity
and dataset. Please note for all the above reported time
overhead of STRIP-ViTA, no further dedicated optimisation
has been applied.

7.9 Limitation

Similar to Neuaral Cleanse [17], DeepInspect [18], and
ABS [20], the STRIP-ViTA is devised for countering the com-
mon input-agnostic Trojan attack. The foundation of the
STRIP-ViTA is to turn the input-agnostic characteristic of
Trojan attack into a weakness to detect it. Therefore, higher
the ASR, higher the detection performance. There is one type
of per-class or partial Trojan attack, where the Trojan effect is
no longer input-agnostic. Specifically, the partial Trojan
effect relies on both the trigger and the source classes. Here,
the source classes are those attacker interested and want
them to be classified into the targeted class when they are
stamped with the trigger. Meanwhile, it implies that if the
trigger is stamped with the non-source classes, the Trojan
effect should not be shown up. Otherwise, it becomes input-
agnostic Trojan. This fact indicates an important inadvertent
process when training per-class Trojan models, that is we should
use some cover samples that from non-source classes
stampedwith the trigger but retain its original label.

Detecting such partial Trojan is always challenging and
is recognized as a limitation of most of Trojan countermeas-
ures including STRIP-ViTA. Though partial Trojan is out
the scope of our threat model, we are still interested in to
which extent the STRIP-ViTA will be able to detect the trig-
ger inputs under the partial Trojan attack. In this context,
we have varied the number of source classes in Table 8 in
Appendix, available in the online supplemental material.
For trigger inputs, we only consider the samples from source
classes. As we can see from the Table 8, available in the
online supplemental material, detecting partial trigger
inputs is less effective. One point is that the detection per-
formance is related to the ASR of source classes, which is, to
a large extent, expected. This aligns with the detecting prin-
ciple of STRIP-ViTA: higher the ASR, higher the detection.
Please kindly note that the input-agnostic Trojan detection
studies [17], [18], [20] besides STRIP-ViTA are commonly
assuming the attacker would set a high ASR as the strength
of the Trojan attack to ensure the attack to be succeeded in
high chance once secretly launched. The partial Trojan in
fact decreases the overall ASR, which correspondingly
decreases the detection performance of the STRIP-ViTA.
This is somehow akin to one adaptive attack, where
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defending various Trojan adaptive attacks appears to be an
open challenge to-date [25].

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we corroborate a multi-domain Trojan detection
method and evaluate its practicality and robustness against
various backdoor attacks. STRIP-ViTA is able to detect Trojan
attacks in not only vision but also text and audio domains by
developing suitable perturbation methods. Accordingly, we
have extensively validated its effectiveness and performance
through various model architectures and datasets. In addi-
tion, STRIP-ViTA is effective against a number of advanced
input-agnostic Trojan attack variants validated across all three
domains, which is barely considered in current defense work.
Moreover, STRIP-ViTA requires neither machine learning
expertise nor expensive computational resource, which is
more practical under the DNN model outsource application
scenario, thus, is also user-friendly.
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